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Improving the lives
of children in areas where
Delta pilots live and work
$4,750
$4,500
$4,500
$4,500
$4,500
$10,000
$150,000

Kyle’s Kid Fund, Boca Raton, FL
Chris 180 Inc., Atlanta, GA
Christian City Children’s Village, Union City, GA
Playworks Education Energized, Salt Lake City, UT
Cincinnati Youth Collaborative, Cincinnati, OH
Rally Foundation, Sandy Springs, GA
Community for Children’s Justice, Park City, UT

Please consider making a donation today

deltapilotscharitablefund.org
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The Widget is an official publication of the Delta MEC. It is
intended as a forum for the Delta MEC and its members
in good standing in the Air Line Pilots Association, Int’l.
Opinions, viewpoints, articles, and photographs are actively
solicited from the membership. Materials from other than
elected officers represent the view of the writer only.
Poor taste will not be considered. Letters to the editor
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100 Hartsfield Centre Parkway, Suite 800, Atlanta, GA
30354, or e-mail to Courtney.Garmhaus@alpa.org. No
anonymous material will be considered.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Fellow Delta pilots:

Letter
from the
Editor

This edition of the Widget is
all about change. From the
subject matter to the design
of the Widget itself, we’re
looking at transitions and how
to make the most of them.
In this edition, rather than
each committee individually
updating you on their own
achievements and goals,
we’ve collaborated to share
articles on big-picture topics
we hope you’ll find interesting
and informative.
The macrocosmic change
addressed in this edition is the
transition into Section 6 negotiations with a new negotiating
team preparing us for openers.
We expect these negotiations
to be different than any we
have faced before, with more
emphasis than ever placed on
pilot-driven priorities—itself
the mantra for Contract 2019.
On the microcosmic scale of
changing times, we will shortly
face winter operations and
all the related threats and
standard considerations. How
we evaluate threats continues
to evolve, as it should. In this
Widget, we look at some of
these threats and strategies for
mitigation, both new and old.

ing pains. And it’s not just the
pilots simultaneously dreading
and lauding these changes;
both ALPA and the Company
are surely feeling the growing
pains too. We have focused on
how we are adapting to serve
the changing demographics in
this Widget, with technology
playing a key role in that effort.
A movement with this administration has included an effort
to listen to frontline pilots and
adjust how we communicate
to best serve the membership. You’ve told us that you
want meaningful, digestible,
easy-to-find information.
We’ve introduced infographics, social media channels,
videos, podcasts, booklets,
key takeaways, blogs, interactive elements, and more,
offering new means to access
and digest information.
It can be a tough line to
walk—trying to balance
consistency and innovation.
While e-mail remains a vital
avenue of communication, it
is our committee’s priority
to make it easy for you to
stay engaged and informed.
Real-time updates play an
increasingly important role,

Demographics and technology
are also changing, and with the
new generation of professionals joining Delta they are
inexorably linked. On the technology front, pilots have been
given more powerful tools
than ever before, particularly
in the local technology (EFB)
arena, but each tool comes
with its own challenges. Most
of these changes are exciting and greatly improve our
quality of life in the cockpit, but
some have been hard transitions with a fair share of grow-
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so we’ve increased our social
media presence, including
a private Facebook group
that allows us to post the
most important publications
in a medium many of you
use every day. Monitoring
and managing this presence
comes with a combination of
stress, fear, and dread from
ALPA volunteers (both current and former), but we’ve
made, and continue to make,
efforts to adapt.
I think as individual pilots,
as a unified pilot group, as
the frontline workforce of
Delta, as union members,
and, me specifically as a
junior Delta pilot given the
privilege and responsibility
to manage communications
between our union and the
pilot group, we will continue
to grow, learn, and always
strive to make gains and do
better. We hope you enjoy
this new Widget concept,
and please continue to
provide your feedback to
DALComm@alpa.org.
Thanks,
Courtney Dennis
Communications Committee
Chairman

COMMENTARY

CHAIRMAN’S LETTER

The Value of the Delta Pilot
Fellow Delta pilots,
As we approach Section 6
negotiations, we will all be
increasing our focus on what we
are paid, what benefits are available to us and our families, and
the quality of our life and work
environments—in other words,
what we receive in exchange for
the job we do.

  We are
the constant.
The permanent,
committed,
professional
employees who make
up the pilot group
are key to what
the executives and
marketing experts
have branded as the
“Delta Difference.”

Discussions are already taking
place about how to craft the
input we’re receiving from
various sources into priorities
for improving our work rules,
pay rates, scope protections,
and retirement benefits
commensurate with our skill,
expertise, commitment to
safety, and customer service.
Many pilots coming from other
carriers or the military, as well
as those who have experienced
extended industry downturns,
recognize the current relatively
optimistic environment. So,
rather than focusing on how
good or bad things are now, or
were in the past, please consider a question, the answer to
which should remain constant,
regardless of prevailing economic conditions: What is the
value of an airline pilot in
general and, more specifically, a Delta pilot?
There are obvious qualities
that make us valuable to our
customers and our company,
including our dedication to
safety, our decision making,
judgment skills, and technical
and operational expertise.
However, there is one thing
that makes us uniquely different
from the similarly compensated
professionals at our level: time.

Our tenure as Delta pilots is
our value, and our greatest
point of leverage. Executives,
doctors, and other professionals can be considered
wage earners on par with
an airline pilot. Some of the
most successful people in
other professions transfer from
company to company, seizing
opportunities to transition to
new jobs in search of a better
deal. Throughout the years that
many of us have been here,
we have experienced changes
in management—chairmen,
CEOs, VPs, and other leaders
who have come and gone. For
Delta pilots, and most airline
pilots, it’s different.
We are the constant. The
permanent, committed,
professional employees who
make up the pilot group
are key to what the executives and marketing experts
have branded as the “Delta
Difference.” The ability of any
airline or company to brand
premium service is dependent
upon the consistency and
commitment of the permanent
employees. Delta has been
able to successfully differentiate itself in large part through
years of dedicated, “above
and beyond” efforts from the
pilot group.
We have and will continue to
adapt to new demands and
changing leadership while
maintaining our unwavering
commitment to safety and
service. Most members of the
management teams in place
during 9/11 and the subsequent bankruptcy years have

long since departed, but we are
still here.
We do not have the benefit of
a “golden parachute” clause,
nor the ability to jump from
company to company to leverage our skills to the highest-paying employer. We do deserve
to be appropriately compensated for our value and skills.
Our next opportunity to
assure that we are is starting now, on the eve of next
year’s Section 6 negotiations. This opportunity comes
with the expectations that our
contributions will be recognized, but also the realization
that exemplary recognition will
only be achieved via a focused,
engaged pilot group with strong
common goals.
Many of us have been through
the worst of times and the
painful climb back to the top;
now that the tides have turned,
we expect Delta to express the
same commitment to us. We all
have the strong desire that Delta
will be our last airline. We have
given years of our careers, and
many of us have years left to
give, so that Delta could be built
into, and remain, the industryleading airline that it is. The
gains we make in Contract 2019
must be commensurate with
our value to Delta Air Lines. It
is time for Delta to answer the
question: What is the value of
the Delta pilot?  
In Solidarity,
Bill Bartels
Chairman, Delta MEC

FALL 2018
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VICE CHAIRMAN’S UPDATE

Wind of Change
By Ryan Schnitzler, MEC Vice Chairman

In 1991, the German band Scorpions released “Wind of
Change,” with lyrics focused on the sociopolitical changes
sweeping across Europe at the time. I’m not suggesting
that you follow me to Gorky Park, but I do believe that
the future is in the air and we can feel it everywhere.
The pressures of globalization are being felt with full
force: fleet changes, airlines buying financial stakes in one
another, and growing alliances through codeshares and
joint ventures. Demographics of the piloting profession
are changing, too, as one generation approaches
retirement and another, with different perspectives, joins
our ranks.
Globalization

Whether we like it or not,
the transformation to a
global economy will continue. We must accept that
reality and get creative in
protecting our interests
going forward. We need to
ask ourselves what Delta
Air Lines will look like in
10, 20, or even 50 years.
Where do we think Delta is
heading? Should we expect
further JVs (joint ventures)?
What if foreign ownership
laws change? Will we still
be Delta or could we end
up being SkyTeam Airlines?
What if a foreign airline buys
Delta and merges us into
their operation? What if we
became just a contractor
for a larger conglomerate,
like so many cargo carriers
around the world? We must
consider these questions
as we determine how our
union and pilot group will
function—and how we deal
with the Company—in the
coming years.

4

Pilot Demographics

We are still in the early stages
of an epic retirement wave,
with more than 1,000 new
pilots joining the seniority
list each year to take their
place. During many of our
careers, it was very much
a “seller’s market” for pilot
jobs. Airlines could afford to
be choosy. Now we see a
very strong “buyer’s market,”
likely to get even stronger as
evidenced by programs like
Delta’s own Propel. Boeing
recently published the results
of a study suggesting that a
staggering 117,000 airline
pilot jobs will need to be filled
in North America through
2036. Globally, that number
rises to 637,000.

Embracing Change

The regional airline industry
is slowly coming to terms
with the change in market
conditions, reacting with
signing and retention bonuses. Soon, legacy carriers
will be forced to address
the changing market, giving
us the leverage for pilot
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working agreement (PWA)
changes needed to attract
pilots from a limited pool.
Once we realize that leverage, we must have the nerve
to see it through.
The opportunity to temper
the Company’s JV appetite
was missed multiple times
over the last two decades,
as union leadership weren’t
thinking of the extensive use
of JVs when they negotiated the scope language that
exists in our current PWA.
Now we must analyze and
prepare for the threats
of the next evolution of
globalization and ensure we
have protections in place to
defend the Delta pilots’ livelihoods for decades to come.
The changes we are experiencing cannot be stopped. To find
the best path to deal with
them, we can look to a
line in “Wind of Change”:
“ . . . that we could be so
close, like brothers.” We as
a pilot group need to put
divisiveness aside and think
creatively to solve the challenges ahead. We should ask
tough questions, but not be
critical of one another. We
must learn to put our personal differences aside and come
together for a unified effort.
We have struggled to do that
in the past, but have a huge
opportunity to unite and
present a strong voice in the
upcoming negotiating cycle.
Only then will we find the
“magic of the moment.”

COMMENTARY

SECRETARY’S UPDATE

Improving Access to Information
By Tom Brielmann, MEC Secretary
The role of secretary is not
particularly glamorous as
much of the work is done
behind the scenes. Most
days are spent finalizing
information from the last
MEC meeting and preparing
for the next: policy manual
changes, resolution processing, record keeping, and
coordinating the logistics of
the schedule and invitees.
A great deal of preparation
goes into planning a meeting, and the support of our
experienced staff is essential.
Another part of my role as
secretary is to research best
practices to improve our

processes. At the Seattle
meeting in June we introduced “paperless” technology, and our Salt Lake City
meeting in August was the
first to be completely paperless. Documents reps access
at the meetings, including
resolutions, schedules, and
agenda items, are now available on a secure meeting
website and app, providing
easier access and eliminating
the need for paper printouts. We’ve also revamped
the Secretary’s page on
the Delta MEC website to
offer greater transparency
and more information to
our members, from the full

presentations of all speakers to videos, live resolution
tracking, and more.
All of this has been accomplished at no additional
cost to the Association or
the members. Using our
resources and in-house experts, we’ve been able to improve access to information
for everyone and ultimately
save money on printing.
Still, there’s always room to
improve and I’m constantly
brainstorming better ways
to conduct business. Please
reach out to me with your
thoughts and ideas.

TREASURER’S UPDATE

Dues Refund Process and Effective
Dues Rate
By Tom Bell, MEC Treasurer
The number one question I
received after the dues refund distribution was “Why
is my 2017 dues refund
check so small?” Let’s look
at the accounting behind the
process to understand the
answer to that question. The
2017 dues refund started
where the last refund ended
in 2011. At the June 2017
MEC meeting in CVG, your
reps approved a full refund
of $3,905,096 to the pilot
group (the total surplus
from 2011 to 2014*).
This year, your representatives again approved a full
refund during the June
MEC meeting in SEA for

Year ALPA Dues Rate

Dues Refund

2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011

$514,319
$2,989,755
$0
$2,244,262*
$2,211,944
$222,965
$1,241,162

1.90%
1.90%
1.90%
1.90%
1.95%
1.95%
1.95%

$5,519,311 (the total surplus
from 2014 to 2017*). While
only $514,329 was refunded
for 2017 so far, that is not
the total due to the pilots.
The remainder will be paid
during the next dues refund
process. You may notice
there wasn’t a refund in
2015. That’s because expenses were higher than income in 2015, primarily due
to TA1 and TA2 expenses,

Effective Dues Rate

1.88%
1.81%
1.90%
1.80%
1.84%
1.94%
1.88%

and no surplus was available
for a refund.
In 2014, the ALPA dues rate
was reduced from 1.95 to
1.90 percent, and another
reduction to 1.85 percent
will begin in 2020. Factoring
in the amount refunded since
2011, in the chart you can
see the effective dues rate
for each year where dues
refunds were made.

*Like 2017, the 2014 surplus was split between two refunds. In the 2017 refund, $229,025 was refunded
from 2014 (all the funding available after years 2011–2013 were refunded), and the remainder of the 2014
dues refund ($2,015,237) was returned in 2018. The total 2014 refund amount is reflected in the chart.
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C2019 Prep

Preparing for Contract 2019 Negotiations
By Chad Smith, Negotiating Committee Chairman

Contract 2019 preparation is solidly under way, and
the Negotiating Committee is busy planning and
coordinating various surveys, briefings, and data
necessary to commence negotiations in April 2019.

05.2018

6

08.2018

As we head down this path,
I urge all of you to remain
engaged and keep in
contact with your elected
representatives. Your
engagement with your representatives, participation
in polling and surveys, and
commitment to educating
yourself through MEC and
LEC communications will

08.2018

be crucial to a successful
contract, the priorities of
which are, and must be,
100 percent pilot driven.
The industry is healthy,
and the economy remains
strong as we look ahead to
2019. Industry contracts
continue to advance. New
agreements are in place at

08.2018

09.2018

09.2018

01

02

03

04

05

06

Contract
Preparedness
Series

Contract
2019 Kickoff

Delta Pilots'
Contract
Comparison

Pilot Contract
History:
Delta &
Northwest

Contract
Survey Part I:
Retirement &
Insurance

Retirement
Enhancement
Road Shows
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JetBlue and Spirit, and both
United and American are
or will be engaged in their
full negotiations prior to our
opener. We keep in close
contact with all ALPA and
non-ALPA negotiating committees and are optimistic
that their results will raise
the bar for the Delta pilots
to build upon.
The data from Contract
Survey Part I and Part

10.2018

II will be dissected and
interpreted, and that
information will be
presented to your elected
representatives. In the early
months of 2019, the data
will be debated thoroughly
by the MEC and direction
given to the Negotiating
Committee to develop our
opening position—likely in
April. The amendable date
for our current agreement
is December 31, 2019.

While it’s always a goal to
have a new pilot working
agreement (PWA) in place
by that date, negotiations
will continue as long as
it takes to secure the
appropriate contract,
regardless of time frame.
Already, the tone has been
set by the pilot group as to
the general areas of significance for our preparation
going forward: retirement

11.2018

11.2018

04.2019

and insurance, pay, scope,
and work rules. We call
them the “four pillars,” and
the following articles will
delve into the importance of
each within the overall assessment of Contract 2019.
Stay engaged, stay informed,
know your contract, and
visit the Contract 2019 website for frequent updates.

12.31.2019

03.31.2020

07

08

09

10

11

12

Contract
Survey Part II:
Full Contract

Contract
Survey Part I
Closes

Contract
Survey Part II
Closes

Contract
2019
Openers

Contract
Amendable
Date

Mediation
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C2019 Prep

Enhancing Retirement for the Future
By Kevin Collins and Eric Criswell
Negotiating Committee and R&I Working Group

The Retirement & Insurance
Working Group was formed
by the Delta MEC to prepare
for C2019 negotiations.
The working group includes
members of the MEC, the
Retirement & Insurance (R&I)
Committee, the Negotiating
Committee, and the
Communications Committee.

The C2019 Preparedness Bulletin
series outlined several options to
increase retirement income and protect
retirement dollars in the most taxefficient way possible.
We have expanded our team
to include ALPA staff subjectmatter experts and financial
and actuarial firms who
typically advise higher-income
professionals (such as doctors,
lawyers, or executives) on
how to best save for retirement. The working group
has also met with representatives from FedEx, United,
American, and Southwest
in a collaborative approach
to raise the bar for all pilots.
Many potential retirement-enhancement options have been
researched and communicated to the pilot group through
the C2019 Preparedness
Bulletins, whiteboard videos,
and the R&I road show series.

8
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A Growing Problem
with Potential
Solutions

Our current defined
contribution (DC) retirement plan utilizing a 401(k),
referred to as the Delta
Pilots Savings Plan (DPSP),
provides excellent flexibility
and control by individual
pilots and is generally very
well-liked. However, at the
current 16 percent contribution, more than two-thirds
of Delta pilots “fill up” their
401(k) each year to the IRSimposed contribution limits.
When limits are reached,
the Company continues to
give you retirement dollars,
but it comes to you as taxable income in the form of
“DPSP Cash.” Pilot pay has
been growing faster than the
IRS limits adjust, compound-
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ing the issue each year.
When we consider bringing
more dollars to Delta pilots
for retirement in upcoming
negotiations, it’s clear that
for the vast majority of Delta
pilots, the 401(k) alone lacks
the bandwidth to accommodate new dollars via increased
company contributions.

Recent Findings of the
R&I Working Group
The C2019 Preparedness
Bulletin series outlined
several options to increase
retirement income and
protect retirement dollars
in the most tax-efficient way
possible. The potential exists
to implement several of
the plans presented as they
complement one another
in an overall retirement
strategy. The working group

MicroStockHub
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is determined to find a suite
of retirement options that
provide Delta pilots with
both overall increased value
and flexibility to suit each
individual pilot.
The addition of a new
modern or hybrid defined
benefit (DB) plan may be an
appealing solution because of
the ability to shelter a much
larger sum of money than we
currently do with our DConly type plan. A marketbased cash-balance plan is
a recently IRS-approved
type of qualified DB that has
grown in popularity quickly
with more than 23,000 plans
in use by high-income earners at nearly every major corporation nationwide. With
this plan, assets are pooled
and invested collectively, yet
each participant may take
their individual balance from
the fund upon separation
(retirement or otherwise).
The employer allocates funds
on a regular basis similar
to the current DC, and the
amount allocated to each
pilot would be negotiated and
may be fixed or based upon
a percentage of pay. These
plans are considered a “DB”
for the purposes of IRS and
ERISA, but many of their
characteristics are similar to
our DC in that each pilot accrues a balance that is always
theirs regardless of whether

the pilot separates early from
Delta or works until age 65.
If used in conjunction with
our current DC, it would
provide additional options
to negotiate an increased
contribution from Delta that
we currently do not have.
It’s very important to understand that the potential
exists to fund this new plan
in a variety of different ways.
With an increased contribution percentage from the
Company, it’s possible to ensure every pilot maximizes
their 401(k) to the IRS limits
first, before ever contributing a penny to a secondary
plan. It’s also possible to
fund it totally separate from
the existing 16 percent DC
contribution, and the existing “DPSP Cash” payments
would continue as they do
today. Based on pilot feedback, the MEC will decide
how any new plan would
be funded and how best to
address the various concerns
of the pilot group.
It’s also important to
understand that the efforts
so far have been completely
informational. The R&I
Working Group was tasked
to find options, and the options that were uncovered
have real potential to help
a Delta pilot retire with
greater wealth. Nothing

With an increased contribution
percentage from the Company, it’s possible to
ensure every pilot maximizes their 401[k] to
the IRS limits first, before ever contributing a
penny to a secondary plan.

has been directed by the
MEC or negotiated by the
Negotiating Committee, so
please provide input at every
opportunity to ensure your
opinion is heard.
The combination of multiple
qualified plans, coupled with
an optional deferred compensation plan and possibly
an expanded life insurance
product where pilots could

accumulate cash value and
carry investment gains into
retirement, could substantially enhance the overall
value of the Delta pilots’
retirement. As always, the
will of the pilot group will
determine the direction forward as we seek to provide
the greatest improvements
for all Delta pilots.

C2019 Preparedness Bulletin
Retirement Series
18-01—Understanding Your Retirement
Video: Explaining the DPSP
Outlines the basics of the Delta Pilots Savings Plan (DPSP),
IRS tax limitations, and their effect on “DPSP Cash” and
requirement minimum distributions in retirement

18-02—Enhancing Your Retirement
Video: Pilot’s Guide to Enhanced Retirement
Compares IRS qualified and nonqualified retirement savings
plans, discusses increasing defined contributions vs. starting
a new retirement benefit, and covers current retiree healthcare benefits

18-04—Retiree Health Care: An Industry Overview
Reviews previous DAL and NWA retiree health-care benefits, compares current retiree health-care benefits among
industry peers, and offers a quick overview of TRICARE

18-05—Nonqualified Deferred Compensation
Video: Explanation of Deferred Compensation
Explains how a voluntary, individually customizable nonqualified deferred compensation (NQDC) plan could benefit
Delta pilots, how it compares to other retirement enhancements, and how SWA uses NQDCs

18-06—Hybrid Retirement Plans
Describes pension plans of old and what went wrong, the
new era of defined benefit plans, and outlines three hybrid
retirement plans that could work for Delta pilots

FALL 2018
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RJs, JVs, and Scope Protections
By Brandon Conwill, Negotiating Committee and
Brent Allen, Scope, Compliance & Analysis Committee

In the late ’90s to early ’00s, regional jet aircraft (RJs) exploded onto the scene with the
introduction of Bombardier’s 50-seat CRJ100. This new aircraft represented a significant
leap in capability, offering speed and customer comfort. Airline leaders, including Delta,
went “all in” on their commitment to the new small jet product to access smaller markets
previously served by turboprop aircraft. On March 29, 2000, Bombardier announced that
Delta, through wholly owned subsidiaries Comair and ASA, signed a $10 billion deal for
500 RJ aircraft—the largest single aircraft order in history. Then 9/11 happened.
The attacks and economic
aftermath resulted in massive layoffs, pay cuts, and
ultimately bankruptcy at
mainline carriers. In an attempt to maintain market
share and access to markets,
airlines greatly expanded
subsidiary and fee-fordeparture service via
RJs while constricting mainline flying
(and mainline
pilot employment). In 2006,
Delta and ALPA
signed LOA 51,
expanding the
allowable RJ
flying with Delta
code: increased
the RJ seat cap from
70 to 76, allowed up to
200 70/76-seat jets, and
increased the pilot working
agreement (PWA)–mandated takeoff weight limit to
accommodate the E-175.

For context on DCI
flying, our PWA
limitations, and mainline
pilot jobs, listen to Dots
on a Map episode 4:
“Let’s talk about RJs.”

10

Twenty years ago, mainline
pilot contracts could not
have anticipated the rise
of RJ flying and, therefore,
language was not mature
enough to protect mainline
pilot jobs. Over time and
after many lessons learned,
contract language better
safeguards mainline flying
while allowing RJ flying
where appropriate. Our
current PWA limits Delta to
no more than 102 70-seat
RJs, no more than 223 76seat RJs, and no more than
125 50-seat RJs operated by
Delta Connection carriers.
Just as RJ flying was once
new and tough to predict,
joint ventures (JVs) have
come front and center as
an emerging threat to Delta
pilot careers. JVs allow
international partner airlines
to act as one entity, to build
on each other’s network and
brand to better connect passengers and compete with
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other carriers. Northwest
and KLM started the first JV
in 1997. In recent years, the
number of JVs worldwide
has grown exponentially,
with Delta leading the way.
JVs are an attractive business
strategy from a Company
standpoint: they essentially
guarantee market access
while minimizing exposure
to capital expenditure risk
that would otherwise be
required to “plant the flag”
and battle for market share
in a foreign country. In addition to the basic JV model,
Delta has in some cases pursued a strategy of purchasing
equity in its partners, guaranteeing a requisite amount

For info about our existing
(and proposed) JVs,
check out Dots on a Map
episodes 1, 2, and 3.
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Work Smarter, Not Harder
of influence over the way
those partners operate.
From a labor perspective,
JVs can be problematic if a
disproportionate amount of
the shared flying is performed
by the partner carrier. For
partner carriers who advertise a lower cost structure
than Delta, it’s easy to imagine
a corporate incentive for this
disproportional work scenario. Just as regional carriers
were “whipsawed” against
each other to fly for less pay
to garner more flying over a
rival regional carrier, a parallel
could potentially be made to
JV partners. Some foreign airlines enjoy a labor advantage,
too, due to less restrictive
work rules or more lenient
national aviation laws.
Whether it be RJs, JVs,
or any other twist to the
business model, Delta pilots
and all other employees
must not take a backseat
role. Scope is Section 1 of
our PWA for a reason—it
defines our jobs.

For a detailed summary
of the history of scope
at Delta, check out the
“Scope for Pilots” series
on DALScope.org or the
MEC Scope Committee
page. For in-depth scope
discussions in a downloadable audio format, check
out Dots on a Map, our
podcast available on Apple
Podcasts, iTunes, Google
Play, and Overcast.

By Eric Criswell, Negotiating Committee

Nothing has a greater
impact on the day-to-day
quality of life of a Delta
pilot than the work-rule
provisions in our PWA.
Work rules govern the
obligations an individual
pilot has to Delta and the
obligations Delta has to
an individual pilot. Work
rules provide a pilot the
opportunity to work
smarter, not harder. Items
such as premium pay
green slips, trip and duty
rigs, and minimum average daily credit all provide
pay above and beyond
actual block hours flown
and can provide pay-credit
hours that far exceed
actual block hours flown.
Reroute

Reroute is a common
example of a work rule
that prompts significant
pilot frustration, especially
in narrowbody fleets.
A pilot who uses their
seniority to bid a trip that,

for instance, has a long
layover in a desirable city far
too often finds themselves
rerouted into a shorter
layover in a different city
that they would have never
bid otherwise. If triggered,
reroute pay sometimes
offers a pilot extra pay for
the inconvenience of getting
home late or if a reroute
resulted from improper trip
coverage. However, all too
often trips are dramatically
altered without triggering any
additional pay for the pilot.

Duty Rigs

LOA 14-01 converted the
“duty period average” (DPA)
to “average daily guarantee”
(ADG), which has undoubtedly driven higher credit per
block hour. However, as is
often the case, it also had
unintended consequences. A
trip that contains two duty
periods but falls within one
calendar day, for example, can
pay as little as 5:15. Provisions
such as a DPA, a hard “minimum day,” improvements to
trip and duty rigs, or night
and holiday pay may help to
better compensate a pilot for
time spent on duty away from
home and family, not just the
hours spent turning a wheel.

Reserve

Reserve rule changes could
improve a reserve pilot’s
quality of life. Many of our
peers at other carriers allow
a “long call” pilot longer
than 12 hours to report
for a rotation, offer more

flexibility and transparency,
and provide pay for a pilot
who sits “short call” reserve.
Improvements to reserve may
offer more flexibility when a
pilot decides which airplane or
base to bid, as well as make sitting reserve more tenable if a
pilot finds themselves involuntarily on reserve when flying in
their category is reduced.

Summary

Delta Air Lines’ financial and
operational performance is
consistently the industry leader
in nearly every metric, and as a
result Delta pilots deserve work
rules that also lead the industry.
The Negotiating Committee
and the Contract Comparison
Working Group have recently
performed an exhaustive study
of work rules at our peer carriers. The MEC will ultimately
use these findings as well as
pilot feedback through survey
and polling data to determine
the pilot group’s priorities when
they provide direction to the
Negotiating Committee on
items to achieve in the upcoming contract negotiations. Please
participate in polling and survey
opportunities, and don’t hesitate
to reach out directly to provide
your individual perspective. Fly
safe and stay engaged!

FALL 2018
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The Value of a Dollar
By Brandon Conwill, Negotiating Committee
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70.71

C2K Pay Rate Adjusted for Inflation
Buying Power Lost

46.16

38.76

737-800 CA

215.35

315.31

162.12

56.75
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237.37

232.74
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269.15
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737-800/M88 12-Year Pay Rates
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150

0

202.30
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267.52
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284.01

256.53

777 FO

40.42

C2015 2019 Pay Rate

300
200

59.07

48.26

777 CA

350
250

182.72

100

289.97

218.29

200

241.71

353.85

300

424.56

400

355.96

777/ER 12-Year Pay Rates

0

These graphs and numbers
paint a woeful picture of the
buying power and retirement
savings Delta pilots have lost.
Recent negotiations have
helped to close the earnings
gap, but there is still work to
be done to regain what Delta
pilots have lost.

light lost buying power when
adjusted for inflation (using
12-year pay rate examples).
The most mature pay rates
from C2K (2004) and C2015
(2019), along with C2K rates
adjusted for inflation,* show
how much buying power
Delta pilots have lost.

The value, or buying power,
of a dollar today is less than
it was 10 or 20 years ago.
According to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics (BLS),
the cost of items like health
care, college tuition, food,
childcare, and housing have
increased significantly since
1998. The graphs below high-

319.61

Over the last several
years, Delta and other
airlines have enjoyed
record profits, and the
demand for air travel
is at an all-time high.
These factors, and other
market forces, have
helped to increase pilot
compensation throughout
the industry. Despite
higher pay rates, however,
the buying power of a
Delta pilot’s pay lags far
behind what was enjoyed
over a decade ago
because pay has not kept
up with inflation.

737-800 FO

M88 CA

31.51

M88 FO

C2K 2004 Pay Rate

C2K Pay Rate Adjusted for Inflation

C2015 2019 Pay Rate

Buying Power Lost

Pay Lost Over Time (12-Year Captain Rate)
777

7ER

737-800

M88

Pay lost over one year (1,000 hours)*

$70,710

$59,070

$56,750

$46,160

401(k)/DPSP contribution lost over the year (16%)

$11,313

$9,451

$9,080

$7,385

Total yearly earnings shortfall

$82,023

$68,521

$65,830

$53,545

*Inflation calculated from publicly available information on BLS.gov and is based on data valid July 2018.
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RESOURCES
BE EDUCATED AND PREPARED
CONTRACT PREPAREDNESS SERIES

1
2
3
4
5

The C2019 contract preparedness series provides educational materials
on a number of topics, from retirement and insurance options to scope
issues to bite-sized contract comparison pieces and more. The series
includes videos, publications, infographics, and podcasts.
►alpa.org/dal/Contract-Preparedness

NEGOTIATORS’ NOTEPADS

Negotiators’ Notepads are written by the elected team of pilots
negotiating on your behalf. These Notepads provide updates on
negotiating topics, timelines, and important information from
your Negotiating Committee.
►alpa.org/dal/Committees/Negotiating

CONTRACT COMPARISON AND CONTRACT HISTORY

The Contract Comparison and Contract History documents are
published in each Section 6 negotiations cycle. The Contract
Comparison demonstrates where Delta is leading the pack and
where we have room to grow amongst the other major carriers.
The Contract History provides historical context to previous
negotiations, including industry and economic circumstances as
well as key takeaways. ►alpa.org/dal/Contract-Preparedness

CONTRACT2019.ORG

Stay up to date with negotiations with Contract2019.org, a
website dedicated to the upcoming contract negotiations. Log
in using your ALPA member number and password (click the
target icon on the top right to log in). We encourage you to
familiarize yourself with this new resource and to check back
often. ►Contract2019.org

CONTACT YOUR REPS

Your reps are your voice with the MEC. They provide direction to the Negotiating Committee, so your feedback is essential. Attend meetings, road shows, and PUBs, and talk to
your reps in person and via e-mail.

EDUCATIONAL
MATERIALS

NEGOTIATION
UPDATES

CONTEXT
AND
COMPARISON

STAY INFORMED

SHARE
FEEDBACK
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Wonder when your schedule is out?
Want a heads-up for deadlines?
Ever forget to bid a vacation?
With PilotBlast, you can opt in to
receive target text messages that
interest you. Get reminders on:

ff PBS and vacation bidding
ff Preliminary schedule posting
ff AE/VD/MD bidding and awards
ff Insurance enrollment deadlines
ff Local issues like IROPS, parking, and more!

SIGN UP TODAY!

PilotBlast

Click on the PilotBlast icon on the Delta
MEC home page alpa.org/dal or go
directly to dalm.ec/pilotblast.
PilotBlast is FCC CAN-SPAM compliant. Your information will never be provided to
any third party and we will only send reminders and information you request. You may
update preferences or opt out at any time. Message and data rates may apply.

This is the
only aisle
we care
about.
ALPA-PAC is the most
bipartisan labor PAC in
the country. Conservative,
liberal, or somewhere in
between: we don’t care
what side of the aisle
they’re on, as long as
they’re on our side.

Back the PAC!
Photo: iStock.com

www.ALPAPAC.org

Disclaimer: The descriptions of the Air Line Pilots Association PAC are not a solicitation to contribute to the PAC. Only ALPA
members, ALPA executives, senior administrative and professional staff personnel, and their immediate family members
living in the same household are eligible to contribute to ALPA-PAC. ALPA-PAC maintains and enforces a policy of refusing
to accept contributions from any other source. ALPA members may learn more about ALPA-PAC and about contributing to
ALPA-PAC by entering the members-only portion of www.alpa.org.
A member service of Air Line Pilot.
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Fumes are defined as a gas or vapor that smells strongly
or is dangerous to inhale. Evidence is mounting in multiple
documents published by the FAA and ICAO that the odors
described above may often be caused by engine oil leaking
into compressor bleed lines, where it decomposes when
exposed to hot bleed air.
An ongoing analysis of Delta ASAP fume reports indicates
approximately 15 percent of crews donned their oxygen
masks during an event. Your flight attendants are your
eyes, ears, and nose in the back of the aircraft and should
be utilized as a critical resource. It is recommended that if
multiple passengers or crewmembers report feeling ill from
smoke or fumes that STAT-MED be used as a resource to
help determine a plan of action.

Everybody reacts differently to a fume event. After a few minutes the human body’s olfactory system becomes desensitized
to continuous odors, so although you may sense the fume event
is over, it may not be. An international industry ad hoc working group determined that potential acute symptoms from oil
or hydraulic fluid fumes include eye irritation, sinus congestion,
respiratory symptoms, and gastrointestinal upset. Neurological
symptoms are also possible. These are difficult to self-detect and
can affect alertness, attention span, memory, and response time.
The Delta MEC Aircraft Environmental Standards Committee,
which tracks and analyzes pilot health issues, is focused on this
issue. Additionally, the Delta Aeromedical Committee page has
been updated to include information on what to do and tell your
doctor if you’re involved in a smoke or fume event.

FALL 2018
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Winter
Is

Coming
By Dan Coogan, Central Air Safety Committee

To quote Game of Thrones—winter is coming.
No matter where you are based, you will likely encounter
winter operations this coming season. While flying
in any type of adverse weather presents challenges,
summer IROPs often disrupt airport operations for an
hour or two while winter weather may cause days of
operational challenges. The ripple effect of winter weather
cancellations and delays can cause havoc on a pilot’s
schedule as a hub experiencing even a minor winter storm
can cause reroutes for pilots hundreds of miles away.
The best way to prepare for the coming season is to
begin refreshing your knowledge now. Break out the
books—Vol 1, Airway Manual, FOM, fleet bulletins, and
the de-icing guide—to review procedures, policies, and

16

checklists, some of which may have changed since the last
winter season. Pilots should also prepare for the inevitable
schedule changes by reviewing resources published by the
Scheduling Committee. A basic knowledge of your PWA
and FAR rights and responsibilities during an IROP will
help you feel prepared when Crew Tracking calls.
The many challenges and increased pressure on the
operation during winter weather must be managed by
pilots. Expect changes to the operation and be flexible,
but never lose sight of safety. While we help get the
operation back on track, safety—including our own
fitness for duty—must always be our primary focus.
Winter is coming, but with some preparation and a
continued focus on safety, we will weather the season.
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Safety at All Stages of Flight
By Dan Coogan and Warren Bildstein, Central Air Safety Committee

W

inter
operations are
demanding.
For pilots, even a light
snow or cold temperatures
can introduce threats
to the operation that
need to be recognized
and effectively managed.
Careful planning for
expected winter threats,
and good CRM and threat
and error management
for unexpected ones,
will contribute to a safe
operation.

Taxi

Use your expertise and the
tools available to assess the
situation and maintain safety,
but know that even the best
detailed taxi plan brief can
be derailed with rapidly
changing winter weather.
All-engine taxi with engine
anti-ice on while monitoring
engine run-up requirements
helps mitigate contaminated
ramps, taxiways, and runways. Pilots should continu-

ally assess rapidly changing
braking conditions. Delaying
checklists and briefings until
stopped may be necessary
so both pilots can monitor
the taxi and verify airplane
location with obscured
taxiway and runway markings. Stopping to brief, verify,
and complete a departure
runway change checklist
would be appropriate with a
runway change due to deteriorating conditions.

Preflight

Identifying winter threats and preparing for winter ops begins before we report for a trip:

¾¾ Stay abreast of weather forecasts to recognize potential threats and formulate a
mitigation strategy

¾¾ Consider if the airport you’re operating into is a special winter ops airport with multiple
long runways and capable snow removal, or a smaller airport with shorter runways and
marginal snow-removal resources

¾¾ Review Vol 1 SP.16 Adverse Weather for cold-weather operation, guidelines for takeoff

on contaminated runways, guidelines for landing with braking action less than good, and
ground de/anti-icing procedures

¾¾ Review fleet-specific de-icing procedures, holdover times with accompanying visual
inspection requirements, and proper preflight procedures

In Flight

Challenging winter operations are a reminder that the
best place to create time is
on the ground.
Use cruise flying time to prepare for the busy terminal
environment. Fuel planning is
critical as a comfortable fuel
load can dwindle quickly with
runway changes and closures
due to snow removal. Early
communication with Flight
Control concerning destination, primary and secondary
alternates, weather, and
field conditions is essential.
Additionally, winter operations are stressful for
passengers too, so updates
as time safely permits are
appreciated.

Landing

Landings during winter ops
warrant diligent planning for
expected and unexpected
threats. Pilots should always
consider crew capability,
MELs and their impact on
Continued on page 19
Continued on page X
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WINTER OPS

Be Ready, Be Realistic
By Keith Shewbart, Scheduling Committee

W

e are entering
IROP season.
Winter storms
wreak havoc on airport
operations on multiple levels,
leading to IROPs for days
impacting large regions and
even disrupting flights into
otherwise-unaffected hubs
across the country. If you’re
caught in a major IROP this
winter, expect numerous
changes to your schedule
and be realistic in how you
operate. Safety is always
most important.
Your flight plan must reflect
realistic taxi, de-ice, and
flight times—don’t get caught
up trying to fly an unrealistic
speed to make block times
“work.” Expect increased
time for every part of flight.
Monitor LATT times due
to increased taxi and de-ice
times, and remember that
LATT is a limitation, not a
guideline.
FAR 117 times are regulation.
They cannot be exceeded.
Even if you’re within FAR 117
limitations, you can always
stop the operation if you are
fatigued or unfit to fly. It’s
also important to remember
that an airborne diversion
doesn’t add a leg for table
B/C FDP duty limits.

18

HOW CAN A WINTER IROP IMPACT
YOUR SCHEDULE?
LET US COUNT THE WAYS:
¾¾ Delay due to late inbound
¾¾ Delay due to de-icing
¾¾ Delay due to previous IROP
¾¾ Delay due to ground stop
¾¾ Delay due to active storms
¾¾ Cancellation due to FAR 117 limits
¾¾ Cancellation due to ground stop
¾¾ Cancellation due to active storm
¾¾ Cancellation due to crews unavailable
If your schedule is affected
and you have questions or
concerns about legality, discuss it with Crew Scheduling.
If you don’t receive the
necessary support to resolve
your issue, contact the

¾¾ Proactive cancellation
¾¾ Unplanned overnight
¾¾ Unplanned diversion
¾¾ Unplanned maintenance
¾¾ Roads unpassable (home or hotel)
¾¾ Commuter flight canceled
¾¾ Hotel unavailable
¾¾ Hotel transportation unavailable
¾¾ . . . and so many more

Scheduling Committee (or
DPN After-Hours Support
Network) immediately at
800-USA-ALPA. For questions about reroute pay,
green slips, or general
scheduling questions, e-mail

THE WIDGET | A publication of the Delta Master Executive Council

DALScheduling@alpa.org
with all pertinent information
and please be mindful that
response rates are slowed
during IROPs.

WINTER OPS

FDP Limits

Flight Time (from Table A)
1–2 LEGS

ACCLIMATED REPORT TIME

MAX FLIGHT TIME

0000–0359

9

0000–0459, 2000–2359

8 hours

0400–0459

10

0500–1959

9 hours

0500–0559

12

0600–0659

13

0700–1159

14

1200–1259

13

0000–0359

9

9

9

9

9

9

1300–1659

12

0400–0459

10

10

10

9

9

9

1700–2059

12

0500–0559

12

12

12

11.5

11

10.5

2100–2159

12

0600–0659

13

12

12

11.5

11

10.5

11

0700–1159

14

13

13

12.5

12

11.5

1200–1259

13

13

13

12.5

12

11.5

1300–1659

12

12

12

11.5

11

10.5

1700–2059

12

11

11

10

9

9

2100–2159

12

11

11

10

9

9

2200–2259

11

10

10

9

9

9

2300–2359

10

10

9

9

9

9

REPORT TIME

2200–2259
2300–2359

Daily Flight Duty Period Limits (hours) Table B
When reporting not acclimated–reduce Part 117 limit by 0.5 hours
REPORT TIIME

10

FDPs are report in to block-in.
PWA scheduled maximum duty is 30 minutes less.

Daily Flight Duty Period Limits Table C

1–2
LEGS

When reporting not acclimated–reduce by 0.5 hours
SCHEDULED REPORT
TIME (ACCLIMATED)

0000–0559
0600–0659
0700–1259
1300–1659
1700–2359

CLASS 1

CLASS 2

CLASS 3

15
16
17
16
15

14
15
16.5
15
14

13
14
15
14
13

FDPs are report in to block-in.
PWA scheduled maximum duty is 30 minutes less.

5 LEGS

6 LEGS

7+ LEGS

Six Things to Know About IROPs
Prepare for winter flying and disruptions of winter storms

01
02

SAFETY AT ALL STAGES OF FLIGHT
Continued from page 17

At the Gate

4 LEGS

FDPs are report in to block-in.

MAXIMUM FLIGHT DUTY PERIOD (HOURS)
BASED ON REST FACILITY CLASS

stopping capability, contaminant type and age of
report, and ATIS/NOTAMs
for runways and taxiways.
A healthy skepticism about
braking action reports,
particularly on high-speed
turnoffs where nose wheel
slippage may cause the
airplane to continue straight
ahead off the paved surface,
can protect the aircraft and
passengers. Delta experiences several taxiway excursions each year, especially at
high-speed turnoffs.

3 LEGS

The challenges continue
all the way to the gate and
after the parking brake is set.
Methodically verifying the
airplane is not moving uncommanded on a slippery ramp is
a safety mandate. Jetway stairs
can be slippery from water, ice,
and snow, so please use handrails—especially when carrying
crew bags. Ramp conditions
may also be more hazardous than anticipated. Please
remain situationally aware with
reduced visibilities and ramp
plowing operations in progress
around the airplane.

03

24/7 Support

Schedule
Changes

Proper Rest

04
Who Do I Call?

05
06

Stay
Updated

ALPA
Support

AFTER-HOURS SUPPORT NETWORK (AHSN)
AHSN volunteers are fellow line pilots who can help
with time-critical FAR 117 and pilot working
agreement (PWA) scheduling questions when the
ALPA Scheduling office is closed. Reach an AHSN
volunteer at 866-239-0437.
EXPECT REROUTES AND RECOVERY FLYING
Info on reroutes, including reroute and recovery
responsibilities and obligations, are outlined in the
Scheduling Reference Handbook and Section 23
of the PWA.
PREPARE FOR HOTEL ISSUES
Hotel transportation during IROPs can be
challenging. If Company-contracted transportation
is delayed more than 20 minutes from the time you
reach the curb or is not available, the PWA allows
you to arrange your own and Delta will reimburse
this expense. For other hotel issues during an
IROP, call Crew Accommodations.
KNOW YOUR CONTACTS
Have an issue that needs attention? Try to reach
out to the following resources in this order: Crew
Tracking or Crew Scheduling > Pilot Assist via
phone or the Crew Assist app > OCC Duty Pilot >
Chief Pilot’s Office.
WHERE TO GET INFO
Critical Ops Updates sent via e-mail and/or text,
iCrew, and DeltaNet offer up-to-date information
on IROPs. Critical Ops Updates are also sent to
the Content Locker on your EFB.
MEC SCHEDULING COMMITTEE
Were you rerouted? Are you due additional pay?
The MEC Scheduling Committee has full-time,
trained staff to answer questions during normal
business hours (8 a.m.–6 p.m.) Monday through
Friday. You are encouraged to submit rotation
information if you were rerouted to ensure you are
compensated accurately. Contact the Committee
at 800-USA-ALPA or DALScheduling@alpa.org.
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DELTA AIR LINES MEC GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

Learn about scope issues with
Scope School and the Dots on a Map podcast,
keep tabs on Delta’s partnerships with the Scope Scorecard
and learn what you can do to protect your career.

DALScope.org #ScopeMatters
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Government Affairs

Understanding and Using Your
Government Affairs Committee
By Jeff Anderson, Brendan Cantwell, and Eric Hall, Government Affairs Committee

The committee acts on your
behalf, encouraging legislators, government officials,
and the public to shape
law, regulations, and policy
aligned as closely as possible
with our professional stances.
The committee is continuously observing and analyzing
the strategic landscape—the
people, forces, actions, and
activity connected to our
issues—to assess and adapt
our positions and tactics to
achieve our pilot group’s
goals. We pore over legislative bills, meet with Members
of Congress, and become
experts on federal, state,
and local governing issues
affecting our profession and
industry so that we can provide you with useful, easily
understood information, and
act to promote the goals of
our pilots.
Capitol Hill Briefs
(delivered via e-mail and
on the website), periodic
postings in the weekly
Vectors newsletter, and
the Government Affairs

Committee Twitter
(@DALMECgov) offer
insight into the issues
facing your career. We
encourage you to review
these and communicate
your thoughts, desires, and
priorities to your reps.
Both our government
and our Government
Affairs Committee exist
for the benefit of its
people: you. Participating
directly in ALPA’s Calls to
Action (C2As) and ALPA’s
Political Action Committee
(ALPA-PAC) give you a
voice on Capitol Hill. C2As
are strategically designed,
targeted initiatives that
support the committee’s
engagements and efforts.
Find standing C2As on
your member page at alpa.
org, and look for special
campaigns announced via
the channels above. (Tip:
you can always participate
in a C2A more than once!)
ALPA-PAC is dedicated to
developing and maintaining
the best possible legislative
conditions to advance your
pilot-partisan agenda. Start or
increase your investment in
ALPA-PAC on your alpa.org
member page.

who is elected to or stays
in office. Advocacy-based
lobbying, the application of
PAC support, and even the
consideration of platform
or candidate endorsements
are all important. With each
of these comes the need
for your real participation,
especially when our large
and diverse group of pilots
must weigh our professional
goals relative to our personal
interests and leanings.
If you would like to be more
involved, there are several
volunteer pathways to serving the government affairs
effort. District advocates
are ALPA-trained pilots
employed in interactions with
their own elected officials.
Local council Government
Affairs volunteers make up
the corps of advocates who
support larger-scale lobbying and bring news and
information back to their
local officers and members.

The annual ALPA Legislative
Summit in June is a great way
to get started, but you can always contact your local reps
or the MEC Government
Affairs Committee for
opportunities.
Your working contract
and everything you do
each day on the line exists
and functions beneath
the archway of law and
public policy. Supporting
your Government Affairs
Committee means supporting
your career and your
family’s well-being.

It is essential for us to
participate in the system,
to discuss our interests and
issues with the individuals
in government who make
and execute public policy,
and potentially influence

© Getty Images, Vladone

No occupation or industry
operates under greater
influence of law and
government regulation
than ours. The Delta
MEC Government Affairs
Committee is your voice
on Capitol Hill, working
to protect and promote
the professional careers of
Delta pilots.
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RETIREMENT & INSURANCE

401(k) Basics

By Mark Shanahan, Retirement & Insurance Committee

The Delta Pilots Savings Plan (DPSP) is the contractual Company-funded
retirement plan for Delta pilots. The DPSP is a qualified defined contribution
retirement plan, more commonly known as a 401(k), and is a self-directed
investment account for each participant. The Company makes a 16
percent contribution on behalf of the pilot with no match required,
though the individual pilot is also eligible to make contributions to
the DPSP.

Change your 401(k)
contributions:

To access your DPSP account, visit 401k.com. If you don’t
know your login, contact Fidelity at 800-554-0262. Here
are three quick things you can do with your DPSP account:

1. Log in to your account
2. Under “DPSP Quick Links,”
select “Contribution Amount”
3. Under “Manage Your Contribution
Amount,” select “Contribution Amount and
Catch-Up Contributions”
4. Enter the percentage you want withheld
from your paycheck
5. Make sure you receive a confirmation
number after you submit your changes

See the rate
of return on
your 401(k)
investments:
1. Log in to your account
2. Under “DPSP Quick Links,” select
“Statements”
3. Select the time period for your
statement
(year-to-date is a good start)

OR
1. Log in to your account
2. Under “DPSP Quick Links,” select
“Investment Performance and
Research”
3. In this view, your performance is
presented by investment

Update
beneficiaries
for your 401(k)
account:
1. Log in to your account
2. Select “Menu” in the upper
left-hand corner
3. Select “Beneficiaries”
4. Update the information

For questions about the DPSP or any other retirement
or insurance concern, contact the R&I Committee at
DALRI@alpa.org or 800-USA-ALPA.
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Get the Most Out of Your iPad
By Dan Gradwohl, IT Committee and Evan Baach, Communications Committee

With this year’s
rollout of the iPad
Pro to all line
pilots as Delta’s
official electronic
flight bag, a new
platform means a
new set of tools
and features.
Review these tips
to help you best
utilize your iPad
on and off the
flight deck.

Faster Editing
Use two fingers anyw
here on the on-scre
en keyboard to turn
whole keyboard into
the
a trackpad. Move on
e finger left or right
watch the cursor on
and
the text move accord
ingly.
Screenshot
Forget how to take
a screenshot? Hold th
e home and sleep/w
buttons at the same
ake
time to save a picture
of the current screen
to your screenshots
album in Photos.
Use as a Second
(or Third) Alarm
Clock
The iPad’s alarm can
be used even when
the device is sleeping
with the cover close
d. As long as your iP
ad has a charge and
powered off, you ha
is not
ve the option to use
the Apple alarm clock
You can set as many
.
alarms as you’d like,
too.
Quick Number A
ccess
There’s no need to se
lect the “.?123” butto
n to gain access to
numbers. Select the
letter with the desir
ed
number and drag
down to enter the de
sired number. It’s th
at simple.
Take Care of Your
Battery
Minimize the battery
’s exposure to high te
mperatures. Try to
store your iPad in a
cool, dry place. To im
pr
ove battery life for a
long duty day, be su
re to turn off “cellula
r” before going airbo
Turn it back on if yo
rne.
u need it for your ne
xt flight. Also, keep
Bluetooth off when
yo
ur
you don’t need it.
Boost Your GPS
Signal
If you’re not getting
a strong GPS signal,
rotate the iPad to
portrait mode. The
GPS antenna is locate
d in the top of the iP
and you’ll get a bette
ad
r signal if the antenn
a is positioned at the
top.

Continued on page X
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Central Air Safety
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The Central Air Safety Committee (CASC) is charged
with staffing and maintaining a safety organization on
behalf of the Delta pilots.

DAL MEC
COMMITTEE

Highlights
Aeromedical

Communications

DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
When you’re dealing with a medical issue, ALPA
Aeromedical is here to help you put all the pieces
together in dealing with the FAA and your medical certificate. Contact us at 303-341-4435.

Aviation Security

DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The Communications Committee coordinates all forms
of communication from the MEC and committees. They
also oversee the Delta MEC digital spaces, including the
website and social media channels.

Contract Administration
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
Contract Administration are experts on our pilot working agreement. They help pilots get answers to contract
questions, ensure the Company is following the contract
and, when they don’t, work with the MEC and individual
pilots to file grievances as appropriate.

DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The Aviation Security Committee works on behalf of
Delta pilots to communicate timely aviation security
information. They also make recommendations to the
Delta MEC on matters concerning aviation security,
including the Federal Flight Deck Officer program.

Crew Rest Optimization Team
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The Crew Rest Optimization Team (CROT) provides
recommendations on the appropriate crew relief seat or
crew rest facility for specified aircraft.

Continued on page X
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COMMITTEES

Delta Pilot Network

Government Affairs

DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
Delta Pilot Network (DPN) volunteers support pilots
after major disasters with direct telephone calls, run
the After-Hours Support Network for time-critical
scheduling/contract concerns, and organize pilot unitybuilding (PUB) events.

DeltaMEC GovAffairs @DALMECgov
˅
The Government Affairs Committee’s mission is to be
our members’ voice in government and to the public
on issues and policy that affect aviation safety, pilot
working conditions, and career opportunity.

Delta Pilots Assistance
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
Delta Pilots Assistance Committee (DPAC) volunteers
assist pilots with substance abuse issues, DUI reporting
requirements/FAA mandated assessment questions, and
DOT testing questions. Our experience and expertise
can save time and money and, more importantly, lives.

Hotel
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
The Hotel Committee ensures that pilots have safe
and comfortable lodging on layovers. They inspect
proposed hotels and respond to pilot issues.

˅

International Affairs and Alliances
Fatigue Risk Management Team
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The FRMT watches over rotations, both published and
unpublished, looking for fatigue risk. Please report any
issues that could case fatigue that you encounter to
DALFRMT@alpa.org.

Fitness Review Board
˅
˅
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
The Fitness Review Board (FRB) encourages every pilot
to review the “FFDR Best Practices” document on the
Delta MEC website before submitting an FFDR. Send any
questions you may have to DALFRB@alpa.org.

DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The International Affairs and Alliances Committee (IAAC)
serves as the subject-matter expert on international
affairs and alliances affecting Delta pilots.

International Flying
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The International Flying Committee monitors, investigates, and evaluates any situation or problem relating to
any phase of international operation. It is a subcommittee of the IAAC.

Continued on page X
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IT
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The IT Committee oversees and reports on IT issues that
affect Delta pilots, to include electronic flight bags and
other digital device initiatives from Delta Air Lines.

Negotiating
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
Did you know the Negotiating Committee runs a website for Contract 2019? Visit Contract2019.org or the link
on the Delta MEC website for frequent updates on the
preparation and active negotiations of #Contract2019.
Stay engaged, stay informed, and know your contract!

Jumpseat and Employee Travel
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
The Jumpseat and Employee Travel Committee
communicates jumpseat procedures, policies, and
protocol to the pilots, and coordinates with the
Company to resolve concerns and issues.

˅

Membership
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The Membership Committee administers pilot
information, council affiliation, dues reconciliation,
and apprentice monitoring. New-hire and pilot
˅
reorientation welcome and briefings are conducted by
the Membership Committee.

Pilot Assistance Network
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The Pilot Assistance Network (PAN) supports pilots
seeking or in need of physiological, psychological, or
medical assistance. PAN operates with complete confidentiality and within the scope of assistance requested
or required.

Pilot Family Matters
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
Going through a divorce, pregnancy, death in the
family, or other major life event? The Pilot Family
Matters Committee is here for you. We offer resources
on everything from adoption to eldercare to family
members with substance abuse disorders. Read more:
dalm.ec/PFM.

Military Affairs
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The Military Affairs Committee (MAC) is here to support
active, separated, and retired military pilots and to
provide education on the rights provided by USERRA.
We can be reached at 800-USA-ALPA, DALMAC@
alpa.org, or on Facebook (Delta MEC Military Affairs
Committee).
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PBS
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The Preferential Bidding System (PBS) Committee assists
in designing, testing, implementing, and improving all
aspects of computer bidding

Scheduling
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The Scheduling Committee monitors and enforces all
scheduling provisions of the pilot working agreement,
informs the pilots of developments or changes, and
generates the monthly bid monitor report.

Professional Standards
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
Having a CRM issues in the flight deck? ProStans is
here to resolve conflicts between pilots or address
pilot misconduct that affects flight deck safety and
professionalism, all with the utmost confidentiality
and respect.

˅

Scope Compliance
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The Scope Committee monitors code-share, jointventure, and partnership compliance, as measured by the
pilot working agreement, as well as industry scope trends
and changes, and reports those finding to the MEC. They
also serve as the Section 1 subject-matter experts.

Retirement & Insurance
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The R&I Committee is here for your retirement, disability, and health insurance questions, as well as the
exploration of future benefits for the Delta pilots. E-mail
us at DALRI@alpa.org with your benefits questions.

Strategic Planning
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
The Strategic Planning Committee is tasked with
assessing the airline industry environment to identify
opportunities to protect Delta pilots’ careers. They also
coordinate with and provide support to the Negotiating
Committee.

Rotation Construction
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The Rotation Construction Committee (RCC) monitors
interpretation and application of the contract and
federal aviation regulations related to the building of
rotations.

Training
DELTA MEC @Delta_MEC_Comm
˅
The Training Committee acts as a liaison between
the MEC and the Company/FAA on all training issues,
monitors training programs to maintain effectiveness and
a high standard, and monitors the Company’s compliance
with the pilot working agreement related to training.
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Delta Hiring Statistics

2017

Total Classes: 40
Men
1,024

New-Hire
Demographics

(94%)

Women
65
(6%)
Total
1,089
Youngest 23
Oldest
56
Average 36

2018 Delta Hiring

Most
9,000
Least
1,550
Average
3,356
Total
1,610,808

Military
Flight
Time

Most
18,000
Least
2,140
Average
6,277
Total
3,791,658

Civilian
Flight
Time

Military
Backgrounds: 480

USAF: 349
USN: 91
USMC: 28
USA: 5
USCG: 6

Delta hired 533 pilots in 15 new-hire classes through June
2018. Delta paused hiring after the June classes as a result
of some staffing efficiencies. Delta announced hiring will resume in December with one class of 50 pilots, then approximately 90 pilots per month going forward. Delta has said
they intend to keep the hiring pace even in times when that
amount is not necessary to keep the training pipeline flowing
in anticipation of the oncoming retirement wave.

28

Military
(44%)
Civilian
(56%)

480
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609
USMC
6%

USN
19%
USAF
73%

USA
1%
USCG
1%
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An Infusion of New Blood
By Jason Ambrosi, Membership Committee

Yes, your first officer is probably a new hire. Between Delta up-gauging from regional aircraft and the unprecedented
wave of retirements (6,200 planned in the next 10 years), the number of new pilots at Delta is increasing
exponentially. By 2021, pilots hired post-merger will exceed premerger Delta and Northwest pilots combined:
The point of this information
is not to highlight our differences or divide our group,
but to illustrate how fast we
are being infused with new
blood. Like it or not, our
pilot group is changing.

Pre-merger DAL Hires

Pre-merger NWA Hires

Post-merger Hires

10000

8000
6000
4000

Every time I fly as an MD88
captain I see the differences: the young new hires
actually know how to use
the iPad and flight weather
viewer, can always connect
to the Internet, and have
much cooler layover clothes.
Kidding aside, we must
welcome our new contemporaries with open arms and
embrace the new perspectives they bring.

2000

0

Jun 17

2017

Delta captains were like that.
With rapid advancement, he
will soon be a captain himself
and it’s incumbent on all of us
to set the proper example.
Also exacerbated by escalating retirements is the loss of

2018

2019

2020

ALPA volunteers. We have
a great organization with
dedicated volunteers consisting primarily of premerger
pilots. We worked hard to
build a solid foundation for
ALPA, and now we need to
encourage our new brothers

2021

2022

2023

and sisters to get involved to
ensure its continued success.
Please consider volunteering
with ALPA—it’s our union
and it is what we, pilots who
get involved, make it.

© Getty Images, atosan

Many of us suffered the
“lost decade,” bankruptcy
contract, furlough. Heck, it
took most of us the better
part of a decade to upgrade
to captain in ATL, and now
we’re seeing upgrades in
just a few months. In light
of their rapid advancement,
please take the time to
mentor these new hires.
They need your guidance
and expertise. We have a
good culture at Delta, and
we don’t want to lose it. I
flew with a guy recently who
had several trips in a row
with MD88 captains who did
not have that attitude, and
he subsequently thought all
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Committees Evolve to Serve New Needs

By Geoff Billingsley, Military Affairs; Jay Bradshaw, Hotel; Shane Corbett, Delta Pilot Network; Courtney Dennis,
Communications; Christina Halli, Pilot Family Matters; Doug Stout, Training; and Tom Thornton, Professional Standards

Today’s pilot group is incredibly diverse, with varying
backgrounds, family situations, priorities, and goals.
Compared to 30 years ago, you’ll find more women,
younger pilots, different ethnic backgrounds, LGBTQ
diversity, pilots with working spouses, single parents, multigenerational homes, and a plethora of life experiences in
our flight decks.
The policies and practices that worked well in 1999
needed to adapt to the needs of today’s pilots, and the
Delta MEC committees have taken on that challenge.
Here’s a look at how several committees are evolving to
better serve the pilots of today.

Pilot Family Matters Committee (PFMC)
The PFMC was
created in 2017
to help our
pilots navigate
family issues outside of
what the Pilot Assistance
Network (PAN) and other
committees offer. Our
pilot working agreement
and Company family policies are tailored to traditional family situations and
address many pilot needs,
but there are so many
family factors that pilots
must manage: eldercare,
divorce, family member
with a serious illness,
injury or substance abuse
issues, paternity/maternity
leave, flying as a single
parent, pregnancy, adoption, death in the family,
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and more. Regardless of a
pilot’s family status, family
issues often fall on the
shoulders of the pilot.
Our chief pilots and LEC
reps aren’t experts on all
family issues, but pilots
need a resource, a place
to go for help. PFMC was
created to provide centralized online information
and resources on family
matters as well as experienced pilot peer advocates
who have been through
these issues themselves
and are trained to support
fellow pilots through a
number of family matters.
Access PFMC resources on
alpa.org/dal > Committees >
Pilot Family Matters.

Military Affairs Committee (MAC)
Another new
committee
formed in 2017,
the MAC focuses
on supporting pilots fulfilling their military obligations while flying for Delta.
The MAC has found that
today’s pilots appreciate
multiple avenues to reach
the committee. Pilots can
call 800-USA-ALPA, email DALMAC@alpa.org,
or contact the committee
through their committee
page, but conversations
often begin on the private
Facebook group (pilots

must be verified) and continue through phone calls
or text messages. This
personalized outreach
helps MAC build connections with newer pilots
who are still serving our
country in the reserves
and trying to figure out
the balance. MAC is working on a series of FAQs
with answers to questions about military leave
effects on displacements,
advance entitlements,
training and conversion,
USERRA, how to handle
military leave, etc.

Hotel Committee
Pilots spend
much of their
careers away
from home, so the Hotel
Committee focuses on
the quality, amenities,
and location of layover
hotels. Pilots are telling us
what they want: fridges,
high-speed Internet, and
mid-layover hotels. LOA
18-01 was negotiated to
better accommodate our
pilots with hotels that
fit their needs, even if
they’re not downtown. As
entertainment becomes
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more mobile and we have
shifted to a primarily
paperless company, pilots’
demand for high-speed
Internet has increased.
Additionally, we’re seeing
more pilots packing
coolers of homemade
food to eat healthy on the
road and breastfeeding
mothers requiring fridges
for pumping. The Hotel
Committee hears your
input and continues to
advocate on pilots’ behalf
to bring the comforts of
home wherever we fly.

COMMITTEES
CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS

Professional Standards Committee (ProStan)
With greater
diversity comes
a greater opportunity for differing
viewpoints. Should you
find yourself in a situation
where conflict or issues
arise on the line with a fellow pilot, flight attendant,
gate agent, or other Delta
employee, the dedicated
ProStan peer volunteers
are available to listen and
offer tools and guid-

ance to help resolve the
issues. All ProStan work
is completely confidential
and available to all pilots
from day one at Delta. If
you find yourself needing
their assistance, call the
24-hour hotline at 800388-1628. The committee
also works closely with
new-hire pilot mentors to
support pilots in managing their professional
relationships.

Training Committee
Since the
beginning of
the airlines,
training has
been an important part
of a pilot’s world. With
increased reliance on
technology, training has
evolved from classrooms,
real aircraft training,
and paper manuals to
computer-based training, simulators, and
iPads. Delta continues to
increase hiring, and with
more pilots we see different training backgrounds,
multiple training styles,

and people who deal with
issues in different ways.
The Training Committee
strives to address the
needs of our ever-changing demographics and
continues to advocate for
a balanced approach to
training for every pilot.
Our committee volunteers help support pilots
dealing with issues in life
and training, navigate
the constantly updated
training footprints, and
evaluate feedback passed
on to the Delta Training
Department.

Communications Committee
In 1950,
pilots used
paper navigation charts.
In 1990, we were still
checking our beepers on
reserve and only 0.01
percent of the population
had cell phones. Today,
texting, social media,
and constant Internet
access are embedded in
our daily lives. Relying
on your feedback, we’re
evolving how you and
your union communicate,
from a private Facebook
group, to PilotBlast text
messaging, to podcasts,
video, infographics, physi-

cal handouts, and more.
We’re also rethinking the
way we put out traditional communications,
adding secondary media
(like video), breaking
large communications
into smaller pieces (like
the C2019 prep Contract
Awareness pieces), creating interactive microsites
to present information in
new ways (like dalscope.
org and contract2019.org),
using subheaders to allow
you to peruse content
more quickly in long
publications, and putting
key information out on
multiple channels.

Delta Pilot Network (DPN)
DPN is for everyone, building
relationships.
They’re your “person” at
ALPA. If you’re in the path
of a natural disaster, DPN
will call to make sure you
and your family are okay
and help you find resources
if your home was impacted.
If you’re out flying the line
and have an urgent scheduling or FAR 117 concern
outside business hours, you
can call the After Hours
Support Network hotline
(866-239-0437) to talk to
a trained volunteer. DPN
hosts pilot unity-building
(PUB) events and other
engagement opportunities,

like tower tours and live
burn drills, to provide you
the opportunity to interact
with your union in a casual
way and build relationships
with your fellow pilots and
ALPA leadership. They
also run the Delta MEC
blog and Layover Guide
and support our social
media dialogue. Whether
you’re a brand-new pilot
or you’re nearing the end
of your career, attend an
event, add the After Hours
Support Network number
to your phone, and engage
with your union in our
digital spaces to strengthen
your relationship with your
union.
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Serving Our Changing Demographics

Embracing Technology
By James Gaus and John Snelling, PBS Committee

Technology is everevolving, offering enhanced
tools and new options to
improve pilots’ quality of
life. Bidding is one area
where developments in
technology have greatly
improved flexibility and
variety in Delta pilots’
schedules.

tion—and its capability was
limited on smart devices.

Delta transitioned from line
of time bidding to the preferential bidding system (PBS)
as part of the prebankruptcy
concessions in 2004. A silver
lining to this cloud is that the
change has allowed pilots
greater ability to customize
their line each month. PBS
continues to evolve with improved technologies to allow
even more opportunity for
Delta pilots to achieve their
quality-of-life goals.

bids offline then
submit them later
when connected to
the Internet

The transition of technology, however, isn’t always as
smooth as we’d like. When
Navtech (now NAVBLUE)
first introduced the PBS
web interface in 2005, pilots
could remotely access the
system to construct bids—but
only with an Internet connec-
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When the desktop app
was introduced later, pilots
could construct their bids
offline, but only through the
Windows operating system.
Still, it offered pilots the
ability to:
1. Construct their

2. Use the bid ana-

lyzer to see exactly
what trips are being
filtered or requested by any given bid
preference
The PBS Committee continued to advocate on your
behalf to seek improvements
in functionality and user interface. The introduction of
the WebApp puts the final
pieces into place:
1. The cross-platform

application works
on most modern
browsers on any
device

2. The app works on

multiple types of
devices and computers, including
smart devices
We continue to work with
NAVBLUE and Delta to
ensure that the WebApp
meets the needs of every
Delta pilot, based on your

feedback. Additionally,
we are developing a new
PBS help website with a
hyperlinked, single-source
reference document for
PBS knowledge. If you have
ideas for future WebApp
enhancements, contact us at
DALPBS@alpa.org.

PBS Online Tools

hh PBS Resources on DeltaNet: Instructional
videos on a variety of PBS topics

hh PBShelp.info/Delta: Helpful PBS guides and
tools, some developed by the PBS Committee

hh DeltaNet PBS Bid Inquiry: Available on the Crew
Resources and Scheduling page on DeltaNet and
on the PBS help page, this tool submits a pilot’s
bid inquiry to a team of PBS volunteers and the
Company to answer questions; if submitted
within six days of bid awards posting in DBMS,
meets pilot working agreement requirements
for submitting official inquiry to the Company
in the case of a potential bid award error
hh Composite Report: Available on the
Crew Resources and Scheduling page on
DeltaNet, it allows each bidder insight into
bid award processing with reason codes
and visibility on rotation assignments
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Navigating Security in a Changing World
By Matt Clark, Aviation Security Committee

Aviation security has been
constantly evolving to counter these threats, beginning with the creation of a
“common strategy” to help
airlines, crews, industry, and
law enforcement coordinate
responses to various scenarios. Government agencies have been created or
reorganized to thwart and
minimize security concerns:
Department of Homeland
Security, Transportation
Security Administration,
the Federal Flight Deck
Officer program, Customs
and Border Protection,
and the resurgence of
the Federal Air Marshal
program. Additionally,
supplemental initiatives like
TSA PreCheck, Known
Crewmember, Global Entry,
and facial-recognition technology have been adopted
to add a risk-based layer of
security. All these organizations and structures continue to adjust and adapt to
an ever-changing world with
an emphasis on increasing
safety and security.
Similarly, the physical barriers of our security apparatus
have undergone significant
change. Cockpits once open

to visiting passengers now
remain closed in flight and
have been modified with
hardened, bullet-proof cockpit doors. Many terminal
spaces underwent radical
changes to their layouts, and
all passengers and crew must
undergo security screening
to access departure lounges
and aircraft. No more waving your loved one goodbye
at the gate.
The types of threats we face
have also evolved. Bombs
and improvised explosive devices continue to pose great
risks while new threats,
including lasers and drones,
the “insider threat,” and
vulnerabilities with cybersecurity, continue to grow.
Lastly, the threats to
crewmembers don’t exist
exclusively within the realm
of airports or airplanes.
The world has undergone
significant change and we
are forced to realize that
the threats posed by terrorists and other criminals also
exist while we are traveling, on a layover, or even
at home. Active-shooter
events are becoming far too
common, with petty crime

© Getty Images, LeoPatrizi

Most of our pilot group distinctly remembers September
11, 2001, as they were well into their flying careers, but
a growing number of our ranks have only known a post9/11 aviation world. Soon, Delta will hire pilots who
were not even born when 9/11 occurred. Over the last
17 years, we have seen overwhelming change to how
we view and address aviation security, yet the number
and types of threats that we face continue to grow.

and robbery still prevalent
in some regions. Terror
attacks in public places and
even airport terminals have
also been on the rise.
In the face of all these
changes, you likely have
questions: How do these
government programs and
initiatives work? What steps
can line pilots take to better
prepare themselves for
dealing with security threats
or situations? Who should
I contact about a security
concern or incident?
Help and resources are
available to you. There
are a variety of resources
available on the Aviation
Security Committee page,
including the recently
published Aviation Security
Handbook, which contains
detailed background
information, guidance, and
recommendations for a

variety of security-related
topics.
If you have witnessed
or been involved with a
security-related event while
at work or on a layover,
please contact your AvSec
representatives or LEC
reps. In addition, we can
provide more information
or answer questions
related to any of the topics
mentioned in this article.
Aviation security is still
constantly changing, much
like the demographics of
our pilot group. With all
the acronyms, organizations, and initiatives related
to security in our industry,
it can be difficult to keep
pace. Please know that your
AvSec Committee stands
at the ready to assist you at
any time.
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Making It to the Big Leagues:
A New Hire’s Perspective
Kenny Arnaldi was hired in May 2018, having previously served as a first officer and
captain at Endeavor. We talked to him about his career path and relationship with ALPA.

O

n May 14, 2018,
Kenny Arnaldi was
assigned a seniority number at Delta Air
Lines. At just 27 years old,
he’d achieved his dream job.
“I grew up in Europe, but
always wanted to be a Delta
pilot,” said Arnaldi. His path
to Delta is becoming increasingly common: graduated
flight school (Embry-Riddle),
served as a flight instructor for the university while
earning his master’s degree in
aeronautics, flew at a regional
as a first officer/captain, then
was hired at Delta. Nine
years from the first time he
flew a Cessna 172, he completed OE at Delta.
While Kenny’s credentials
helped him land the job, his
involvement with ALPA at
Endeavor prepared him for
the transition to Delta. “I
was fortunate to lead the
Endeavor Air Pilot Mentor
Program, a collaborative
effort between ALPA and
management. Pilot mentors
support new-hire pilots with
ALPA resources and help
ensure their success during
training and out ‘on stage.’
ALPA offers great support
and resources to new pilots.”
Active with ALPA at
Endeavor, Kenny was quick
to get involved at Delta,
too. “I keep up with ALPA
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One of the things I enjoy about
being an ALPA member is my ability to
support different initiatives the union is
taking to support pilots in the United
States and worldwide.
communications primarily
through ALPA’s e-mails and
Facebook group, as well as
the automated text messaging system. I also follow
ALPA on Instagram.” As he’s
never gone through negotiations before, Kenny has been
paying close attention to
C2019 contract prep communications. “I would love
to see educational primers
on how negotiations work,
to better understand the
process and the outcome.
I admire and value Delta’s
historically strong union-management relationship and am
hopeful it will stay this way
through C2019 and beyond.”
Kenny completed training
without a hitch and has been
enjoying his time on the
line. He has even been able
to pay it forward, inspiring
a teenager the way he was
inspired as a youngster by a
Delta pilot. Still, he knows
where to turn if he ever
faces an issue. “ALPA and
Delta have showcased their
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support at all levels multiple
times throughout my training and during my first steps
on the line. I know that I can
count on ALPA to help me if
the need ever arises.”
He also recognizes the larger
efforts of ALPA National’s
outreach to benefit his and all
other pilot careers: “One of
the things I enjoy about being
an ALPA member is my ability
to support different initiatives
the union is taking to support
pilots in the United States and
worldwide—such as defending
our jobs against foreign carriers breaching international
agreements (e.g., NAI, the
ME3) and the industry on
home soil with ALPA’s initiatives to educate our politicians
on several hot topics. I value
the opportunity to make a
difference and promote our
careers and the industry.”
Read Kenny’s full interview at
blog.alpa.org.

COMMITTEES
CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS

Changing Demographics

Title

By Author, Name

Serving Our Changing Demographics

Seven Ways
to Engage
with Your
Union

FOLLOW SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS

1
Get Social

2

Get involved,
volunteer, and
know what’s
happening

The Delta MEC has several social media channels
where important information is shared. If you’re on
Facebook, you should join the private Delta MEC group
where pilots can ask questions and receive answers from
subject-matter experts. The MEC also has public-facing
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram accounts, all
@Delta_MEC_Comm.

READ UNION PUBLICATIONS
Vectors, Negotiators’ Notepads, MEC Alerts and committee
publications
contain current and relevant information to keep
Check Your E-mail
you abreast of important news related to your career. Keep up
with communications to stay in the know.

3

VISIT ALPA WEBSITES
Go Online

4

The MEC website, alpa.org/dal, is an important resource for Delta
pilots. It contains links to all committee pages, LEC council pages,
and MEC communications. The contract preparedness (contract2019.
org) and scope (dalscope.org) microsites and blog (blog.deltamec.org)
are also excellent sources of information.

COMMUNICATE WITH YOUR REPS
Give Feedback

5

Your local council reps are your voice. If you have an issue that you want
brought to the MEC’s attention, contact your reps. Your local reps also
draft resolutions that steer the direction of your union.

ATTEND UNION EVENTS
Meet Face-to-Face

6

Engage with local reps, MEC leadership, and fellow pilots at pilot unity-building
(PUB) events, Delta Pilot Network pilot engagement opportunities (like ATC
tower tours), and LEC meetings. These are just a few examples of the many
opportunities to connect with your union in a casual format.

PARTICIPATE IN SURVEYS AND POLLING
Have Your
voice Heard

7

Polling and surveys are vital tools for the MEC to understand the desires of the
pilot group. Pilot input is crucial in forming direction to drive negotiations and union
decisions. When asked, please participate and tell your union what matters to you.

EXPLORE VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

Get Involved

The Delta MEC currently has 27 committees, from Aeromedical to Training, staffed
by Delta pilot volunteers. There are dozens of opportunities at the LEC level, too. Each
committee offers different levels of involvement and there is always work to be done.

FALL 2018
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2017brought...

Hurricane Harvey
Hurricane Irma
Hurricane Maria
California Wildfires
Flooding in the Midwest

As we deal with disasters of 2018,
P4P stands ready—with your help.

181

MEMBERS GAVE

MEMBERS RECEIVED

IN DONATIONS

IN GRANTS

$176,000

$387,000

Helps ALPA Members Recover

Continued on page X
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Pilots for Pilots (P4P) is ALPA’s emergency
relief fund. We provide grants to help members
recover from widespread natural disasters.

www.alpa.org/p4p
alpa.org/p4p
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PILOT RESOURCES

What You Can Find in the Layover Guide
By Shane Corbett, Delta Pilot Network

The Delta Pilot Network (DPN) is working to add guides for all our layover cities to the Delta MEC blog
(blog.deltamec.org). These guides compile pilot input on the best restaurants, pubs, breweries, coffee
shops, breakfast spots, trails and fitness centers, theatres and sports venues, museums, and tours in each
city. Do you have a favorite spot to add? Share your must-do recommendations via the survey on the blog.
HOME

LAYOVER GUIDE

LAYOVER SURVEY

MEC NEWS

OFF DUTY

PILOT LIFE

THE FLIGHT DECK

UNDERSTANDING YOUR UNION

Layover Guide Contents

DTW – DETROIT

Layover Guide

Make the most of your overnight with this handy guide, curated by your fellow pilots. Restaurants, entertainment and
other must-see attractions are shown on the map below to help you plan your stay. Save this map to your phone or other
mobile device, and get walking or transit directions. Missing a must-see venue? Email dpn@alpa.org with suggestions.

ABE – Allentown
ABQ – Albuquerque
AGP – Malaga
AGS – Augusta
ALB – Albany
AMS – Amsterdam
ANC – Anchorage
ARN – Stockholm
ATL – Atlanta
ATW – Appleton
AUS – Austin
AVL – Ashville

Safety Disclaimer: Always be alert and follow general safety practices when traveling in any city.
Click here for the crime data map of your layover city.

Restaurants & Cafés
The Fountain Detroit
Chic bistro offers creative French fare & fine wines in a sophisticated setting with patio seating.
Parc
Sophisticated New American fare & a vast wine list offered in a chic, modern space in an urban park.
Texas de Brazil
Upscale Brazilian eatery featuring all-you-can-eat grilled meat carved tableside & a salad bar.
Checker Bar Detroit
Beer, cocktails, classic burgers & bar food in a laid-back space with vintage arcade games.

Submit a Favorite
Spot

The goal is to eventually
offer recommendations for
every city where Delta
operates. If you find yourself
telling your F/O about that
great restaurant in Philly or
the tourist spot you discovered in Panama City, let
the entire pilot group share

in your recommendation.
Complete one survey per
city (note that you can skip
sections by writing “none”
or “n/a” if you don’t have
a recommendation for that
category).

like locals while they’re
there. Share that neighborhood café with the great
scones, the bar that always
has live music, and the hiking
trail that’s a short walk from
the layover hotel.

Show Off Your
Hometown

Find Inspiration

Live in one of Delta’s layover
cities? Help our pilots live

First time in Anchorage?
Check the layover guide on
blog.deltamec.org and see

AVP – Scranton
BCN – Barcelona
BDL – Hartford/Windsor Locks
BHM – Birmingham
BIL – Billings
BIS – Bismark
BMI – Bloomington

what other pilots recommend doing on your long
layover. These are tried-andtrue recommendations from
your fellow pilots—it’ll at
least solve the age-old question of, “so, where do you
all want to eat tonight?”

Continued on page X
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PILOT RESOURCES

ATL PUB

DPN Committee

Tower Tour: Feb. 6 and June 28

“Thanks for putting this together. Very informative
and well worth the time.”
—Scott P.

Beyond the
Meeting: Engage
with Your Union in
a Causal Setting
The Delta Pilot Network (DPN) finds fun
and engaging opportunities to interact with
our fellow pilots as well as others in the
aviation community and ALPA leadership.
From ATC tours to “lunch and learns” to
PUB (pilot unity-building) events, we help
build pilot relationships in fun, casual ways.

DPN Events 2018
ATL Tower Tour: Feb. 6, June 28 & Nov. 8
MCO Tower Tour: March 6
MCO PUB at the Pub Orlando: March 7
ATL ATC Controller “Lunch and Learn”: April 9
SEA PUB at Rhein House: June 6
ATL TRACON Tour: July 18
Oshkosh Air Show PUB: July 31
ATL Airport Ops and Fire Department Event:
Aug. 13

ATL Airport Ops and
Fire Department Event:
Aug. 13 Feb. 6 and June 28
“The tour was very informative, and being
able to interact with Chief Kave and his
staff was extremely beneficial. All Delta
pilots would find value in interacting with
ATL ARFF, learning more about their
equipment and capabilities, and witnessing
their dedication to service. Thanks for your
efforts on behalf of all Delta pilots.”
—Capt. Warren B.

ATL TRACON Tour: July 18
“It’s a great exchange
of information.”
—Capt. Tom W.
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SEA PUB
Rhein House: June 6

MCO PUB
Pub Orlando: March 7

SLC PUB
Fish Fry: Aug. 25
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PILOT RESOURCES

Delta MEC Resources

Call 1-800-USA-ALPA (1-800-872-2572)
The receptionist will direct you to the proper expert to answer your question or resolve your issue. You will be
asked to provide your six-digit payroll number and a short description of your issue. Below is a brief outline of
our committees and how they can help you.
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Aeromedical

Medical Certificate Issues, Medications, Aviation Medicine
Advisory Service

Aviation Security

Worldwide Travel Safety & Health Information, FFDO,
Security Briefings

Central Air Safety

Incident, Accident, ASAP, CROT

Communications

DPN, Text Alerts (Pilot Blast), MEC Website, Delta Blog, Widget,
Social Media

Contract Administration

PWA, Pay Issues, Reserve, Monthly Bid, Contract Grievances

Delta Pilot Assistance (DPAC)

Alcohol & Substance Abuse/Dependence, HIMS

Hotel

Training/Layover Hotel Issues, Hotel Updates, Hotel Complaints

Jumpseat & Employee Travel

Policies, Procedures & Protocol, PWA Commuting Policy,
Listing Information

Membership

New Hire Pilot Orientation, Dues Checkoff, Council Affiliation

Military Affairs

Military Leave, Company Coordination with Leave Policies

Pilot Assistance Network (PAN)

Physiological, Psychological, or Medical Assistance

Pilot Family Matters

Maternity/Paternity Leave, Adoption, Family Illness,
General Family Issues, etc.

Professional Standards

Conflict Resolutions, Personal Conflicts, Sexual Harassment—
Dedicated Line: 1-800-388-1628

Retirement & Insurance

Medical, Dental, Vision, Life Insurance, FSAs, Disability, OJI Claims,
Retirement, 401(k)

Scheduling

Reroute, IROPs, Scheduling Reference Handbook, iCrew
Users Guide, PBS

Training

Training Issues, Training Scheduling, Training Programs
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DELTA MEC

COMMITTEE CONTACTS
Aeromedical

DALAeroMed@alpa.org

Aviation Security

Hotels

Pilot Family Matters

IT

Professional Standards

DALPAN@alpa.org

DALHotel@alpa.org

Central Air Safety
DALSafety@alpa.org

DALComm@alpa.org

Pilot Assistance Network

DALLegAffairs@alpa.org

DALPASecurity@alpa.org

Communications

Government Affairs

DALPFMC@alpa.org

DALIT@alpa.org

DALProStan@alpa.org

International Affairs & Alliances Retirement & Insurance

Contract Administration
DALCA@alpa.org

DALIAAC@alpa.org

DALRI@alpa.org

International Affairs

Rotation Construction

DALIntlAffairs@alpa.org

DALRCC@alpa.org

Crew Rest Optimization Jumpseat & Employee Travel
DALCrot@alpa.org

Delta Pilots Assistance

Scheduling

DALJumpseat@alpa.org

DALScheduling@alpa.org

DPAC@alpa.org

DALMembership@alpa.org

Membership

Scope Compliance & Analysis

Delta Pilot Network

Military Affairs

Strategic Planning

DPN@alpa.org

DALMAC@alpa.org

Fitness Review Board

DALScope@alpa.org

DALStratPlan@alpa.org

PBS

DALFRB@alpa.org

DALPBS@alpa.org

Training

DALTraining@alpa.org

800-USA-ALPA
ALPA Scheduling: 800-USA-ALPA > 7
After-Hours Support Network: 866-239-0437
Delta MEC Incident Hotline: 800-717-6790

CONNECT
WITH US

alpa.org/dal
contract2019.org
dalscope.org
blog.deltamec.org

facebook.com/groups/deltamec (private)
facebook.com/delta_mec_comm (public)
twitter.com/delta_mec_comm
twitter.com/dalmecgov
instagram.com/delta_mec_comm
Continued on page X
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Delta MEC Professional Standards
Professional assists
with many types of pilot conflict
Standards resolution, and handles issues involving:
Cockpit managerial style
Committee Personality
conflict

Toll Free:
800-388-1628

 Non-adherence to standard operating procedures
 Crew coordination issues
 Distracting personal habits
 Sexual harassment
 The ALPA Code of Ethics

All cases are handled with the utmost conﬁdentiality,
and no written records are ever kept of any committee activity.
All cases will be handled in a nonjudgmental, nonaccusatory,
and nonconfrontational matter.

Contact the

After Hours Support Network

24/7

for urgent scheduling questions
outside of business hours.

866-239-0437

